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BERNIX furniture design is a young Slovenian furniture brand. It was  
established in 2017 by a married couple Ekaterina & Borut Bernik.

What we do:

We are specialized in creating exclusive, handcrafted furniture of  premium quality, 
combining unique natural marble and modern design. We take 
inspiration for creating design of furniture from our love and passion to 
nature. Our desire is to bring the beauty of natural stone  in furniture 
design.

Natural marble is a noble material used in arhitecture and sculpture since ancient 
Greece and Rome. Nowadays, it is again  becoming more and more popular to use 
marble in arhitecture and design. Natural marble is more than a stone, it  has great 
decorative value and beauty, that  make products crafted using this stunning material 
outstanding and unique. 

Inspired by the marble we decided to create new  furniture brand of exclusive, 
handcrafted and modern furniture, crafted from  unique, high quality natural 
materials. Our goal is to create products of premium  quality, products that will 
illuminate any space with its beauty and charm.

We produce custom handcrafted products, that means that we can also make 
products according to customer’s dimensions. Customer can provide his own 
measures for our products. For such a wish, please contact us on email 
info@bernix.si and we will provide special offer for you. 

Arrange the space of your dream with us! 

BERNIX furniture design

ABOUT US:

‘‘Our desire is to bring the beauty of natural stone in furniture design.’’



Upcoming new collection of coffee marble tables with double marble plates.

HANDCRAFTED 
PRODUCTS

All products are handcrafted in Slovenia by 
experienced artisans with excellent knowledge 

and many years of experience.



Each original BERNIX product is the result of the use of the modern design, best ma-
terials and premium quality. Production is carried out by artisans who are using the 
knowledge handed down from generation to generation combined with the most up 
to date techniques. All products are handcrafted in Slovenia.

Full production process from order placement takes 4-5 weeks. In case of using lac-
quering (special protection coverage of marble), production takes 6-7 weeks. The 
process of production includes choosing the best piece of marble with unique pattern 
according to the order from the customer, cutting and edge processing of the marble 
by the experienced artisans. Processing of marble is possible in 2 ways:  

1. Polishing – marble processing, possible in glossy or mat;

2. Lacquering – special protection coverage for which is used the unique process of 
protection of marble against aggressive liquids and  damaging. It gives additional 
protection to marble and is available in mat or glossy coverage. We recommend lac-
quering in case of regularly use of coffee tables for serving food and drinks (in restau-
rants, coffee bars, launges etc.)

After polishing/lacquering, marble tops are fixed on carefully hand built metal bases 
and packed in  protective packages, specially designed to protect our products from 
damaging during delivery.

ABOUT PRODUCTION:

Author: www.marmor-hotavlje.si



FIRST COLLECTION:
Our first collection of  furniture is Collection of Coffee marble tables. The 
concept of the collection is combination of  marble tops and metal bases.

The gorgeous marble tops are fixed on elegant metal bases specially designed to 
express lightness and support marble tops. Pure and minimalist design of coffee 
tables makes it easy to pair them with different seating elements. Each coffee 
table can be a single element or be a part of beautiful composition with other 
coffee tables. Bernix coffee tables  will perfectly fit in a variety of design styles. 
Coffee tables can be used both for residential and public interior spaces.

For every product type you can choose from 7 different options of marble tops 
and 3 different options of metal bases, thus every product type has 21 different 
variants.

CUBE
coffee table, dim. 45x45x45 cm

APHRODITA
coffee table, dim. 60x90x35 cm

APOLLO
coffee table, dim. 90x90x35 cm

ATHENA
coffee table, dim. 45x90x45 cm

WHY OUR TABLES?
All Bernix coffee tables are handcrafted with special 

care, using best natural materials and premium 
quality, what make our products 

outstanding and exclusive.

Coffee table Cube - Nero Marquina



CUBE - Calacatta Gold

Top: Calacatta Gold
Top finish: polished
Metal base: brass
Dimensions: 45x45x45 cm

Detail of Cube - Calacatta Gold



CUBE - Nero Marquina

Top: Nero Marquina
Top finish: polished
Metal base: chrome
Dimensions: 45x45x45 cm

Detail of Cube - Nero Marquina



PREMIUM
QUALITY

We provide premium quality products 

with best choice of materials. Our 

products are crafted with special 

attention to details and durability.

Coffee table Cube - Nero Marqina & Double Aphrodita



CUBE - Coffee Marble

Top: Coffee Marble
Top finish: polished
Metal base: painted black - glossy
Dimensions: 45x45x45 cm

Detail of Cube - Coffee Marble



Detail of Cube - Verde Alpi

Top: Verde Alpi
Top finish: polished
Metal base: brass
Dimensions: 45x45x45 cm

CUBE - Verde Alpi



NATURAL MARBLE
We provide the best selection of different 

types of unique natural marble. 
Cube - Verde Alpi & Aphrodita - Verde Alpi



CUBE - Vetro Bianco

Top: Vetro Bianco
Top finish: polished
Metal base: brass
Dimensions: 45x45x45 cm

Detail of Cube - Vetro Bianco



Detail of Cube - Carrara MarbleCUBE - Carrara Marble

Top: Carrara Marble
Top finish: polished
Metal base: painted black - glossy
Dimensions: 45x45x45 cm



UNIQUE PRODUCTS
Every piece of marble in nature has slightly 
different pattern what makes every product 

crafted using this stunning material outstanding 
and unique.

Coffee table Cube - Carrara & Nero Marquina 

Coffee table Athena - Carrara



APHRODITA - Carrara Marble

Top: Carrara Marble
Top finish: polished
Metal base: brass
Dimensions: 60x90x35 cm



Detail of Aphrodita - HotavljeAPHRODITA - Hotavlje

Top: Hotavlje
Top finish: polished
Metal base: painted black - glossy
Dimensions: 60x90x35 cm



DIFFERENT 
DIMENSIONS

We produce custom handcrafted products, that 
means that we can also make products according 

to your dimensions. You can provide your own 
measures for our products. 

Coffee table Cube Nero Marquina & Carrara 

CCcCoffee table Aphrodita - Hotavlje



Carrara Marble

Coffee Marble

Nero MarquinaCalacatta Gold

Verde Alpi

Metal base - Brass Metal base - Black Metal base - Chrome

Hotavlje

MATERIALS:
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